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Abstract 

Manufacturing enterprises encounter pressure to digitalize and increase their intelligence as their 

environments demand increased productivity and agility. Based on existing research on intelligent 

enterprises, manufacturing enterprises, and data technologies, developing the definition of an intelligent 

manufacturing enterprise is required. Current research lacks historically derived definitions of these dynamic 

fields, as well as a model of their overlap. An explanatory model is proposed to define the intelligent 

manufacturing enterprise, its characteristics, and the capabilities needed to become such an enterprise. This 

model is derived through qualitative and quantitative methods utilizing content analysis. This paper describes 

the content analysis methodology as well as the derived definition of the intelligent manufacturing enterprise. 
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1. Introduction

Manufacturing enterprises face many challenges, such as responding to changing customer needs and 

utilizing rapidly evolving technologies, as they continually convert raw materials into finished products [1–

3]. Today, companies are especially faced with increasing demands on their productivity and agility that 

they try to answer by exploiting data and its related benefits [1,4]. Already before intelligence and 

“smartness” had become popular buzzwords in the manufacturing industry, strategies for collecting, saving, 

utilizing, and transforming data gave intelligent enterprises access to insights and business knowledge that 

were previously untapped [5–7]. This term “intelligent enterprise” first gained popularity in the services 

industry through QUINN in 1992. His theory defines an intelligent enterprise strategy as transforming 

intellectual resources into service outputs that are most beneficial to customers [7]. At the same time, 

manufacturing models such as lean manufacturing, agile manufacturing, smart manufacturing, and the 

Industry 4.0 paradigm gained popularity. Manufacturers established cyber-physical systems to connect their 

production machinery and collect production data in a central location [1,8,9]. As the amount of stored data 

increased, data technologies were developed to enable “smart” or “intelligent” processes using these 

previously untapped data stores [10]. Manufacturing companies just beginning their intelligent 

manufacturing journeys can be overwhelmed and unable to find a starting point [3]. This phenomenon has 

already been identified within Industry 4.0, where firms struggle to see the business areas where the 

paradigm can first be applied [3]. Hence, guidance accessible to manufacturing enterprises needs to be 

published. The first step to present such guidance is a clear definition of an intelligent manufacturing 

enterprise (IME), which is the goal of this paper. Based on a word study of the IME term and preparatory 

research, the first two critical sub-topics for definition derivation are established: intelligent enterprise theory 
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and manufacturing enterprise challenges. The increasing use of data technologies to analyze existing data 

stores and enable new functionality offers a myriad of potentials for manufacturing enterprises. For this 

reason, data technology potentials are taken as the third sub-topic for definition development.  

In summary, this paper addresses the following research question: “What is an intelligent manufacturing 

enterprise?” Accordingly, this research question is formally addressed using the research process for applied 

sciences, according to ULRICH [11,12]. Following the assumptions of WEBB ET AL.’s work on defining 

information technology (IT) governance, the analysis in this work assumes that the IME is a concept 

supported by multiple sub-topics [13]. For this reason, this paper utilizes a content analysis of existing 

literature and definitions within ULRICH’s research process to create a research model for definition 

development. Following this paper’s motivation, an overview of the research design is presented. Second, a 

short theoretical background on the key terms being addressed in the research model is provided. Third, the 

research model is discussed in detail, and the IME definition is derived. Lastly, concluding remarks comment 

on the future of the related research. 

2. Research Design 

It is presented as a hypothesis that the scientific aim of deriving a definition for the IME is directly related 

to business and engineering management, information sciences, and enterprise strategy. Hence, this work 

falls under the classification of the applied sciences. The research is structured by the research process of  

the applied sciences, according to ULRICH, as shown in Figure 5 in the appendix [12]. Within this research 

process, the development of the definition is derived using content analysis. The choice was made to utilize 

the content analysis method because it is able to make inferences from large amounts of data systematically 

[14–16]. Because this model draws the existing large fields of intelligent enterprise theory, manufacturing 

enterprise challenges, and data technology potentials, a systematic way of organizing the research and 

drawing conclusions from qualitative research data is needed. The concrete outputs of content analysis are 

concepts and categories that detail the investigated research topic [17]. An application of content analysis 

involves a six-step process, according to KRIPPENDORFF and KUCKARTZ, including preparation of the data, 

formation of the coding system and sub-codes, analysis, and validation [15,18,19]. 

The coding system is the core feature of content analysis. In general, codes categorize a group of words, 

phrases, or paragraphs that convey a similar meaning [20]. The initial formation of a code system can be 

done either inductively or deductively. Codes are derived from pre-existing data, literature, theories, 

methods, or the study’s research question. As the analysis progresses, codes or sub-codes can also be added 

based on new insights from the data [21–23]. After their creation, the data is manually or automatically 

coded by marking groups of words or phrases with unique codes. This paper makes use of an unconstrained 

code framework that mixes data- and concept-driven methods [17,18,24,25]. This choice involves setting a 

deductive coding framework but inductively adding codes and sub-codes as the data reveals their need during 

analysis [17]. The decision to use an unconstrained framework was made so that the existing theory could 

be used to create an initial coding framework. However, additional insights identified through analyzing the 

sub-models and their overlaps could be added inductively. 

In each of the research model’s sub-models, the relevant coded segments are converted into the desired 

outputs (characteristics, challenges, potentials, etc.) via SALDAÑA’s Codes-To-Theory model. It describes 

how insights locked in codes are revealed by moving up to assertions and theory via themes, concepts, and 

categories [26]. Summaries of the coded segments are used in each model to derive the desired sub-model 

outputs. Refinement of the outcomes results in a shorter, usable list in each sub-model. In this work, the 

MAXQDA software facilitates qualitative and mixed methods research through various features that help 

researchers collect, transcribe, organize, analyze, visualize, and publish data and their associated findings 

[27].  
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3. Literature Review 

As demonstrated in the introduction, different sub-topics contribute to developing a definition. To derive a 

definition of the IME, two sub-topics arise directly from the wording of the term IME: intelligent enterprises 

and manufacturing enterprises. Specifically of value are the definition and characteristics of intelligent 

enterprises, collectively referred to as intelligent enterprise theory, and the challenges faced by 

manufacturing enterprises. Furthermore, data technologies are the primary driver of technological potentials 

and thus are considered as the third sub-topic. 

The concept of intelligence itself must first be derived within the context of intelligent enterprises (IEs). 

The definition is highly dependent on the field in which it is being used. Today, irrespective of a specific 

scientific field, intelligence can be defined as the ability to understand, learn, reason, and perceive order, 

trust, relationships, and facts from gathering information to reduce the level of uncertainty for a decision-

maker [28–32]. Drawing on this definition and IE literature, an IE is defined by utilizing data technologies 

to coordinate information, intellect, and knowledge of its systems, competition, products, and employees to 

create customer value [5,6,33–43]. These skills allow firms to operate more efficiently by making data-

driven, real-time decisions based on the knowledge they harness [34]. IE literature misses the mark of 

addressing the entirety of the IME term. QUINN’s elaboration of an IE paradigm comes closest to outlining 

an enterprise model and the steps needed to become such an enterprise [7]. However, QUINN’s intense focus 

on limiting internal activities to core service and intellectual activities results in manufacturing firms often 

outsourcing their manufacturing. QUINN does not address how manufacturing firms should approach the IE  

paradigm if they build up their manufacturing in-house rather than outsource it [7]. Closely related is WIIG’s 

work on knowledge management and the IE. WIIG indirectly addresses a roadmap to becoming an IME by 

discussing the areas of emphasis of IEs and the challenges to acting intelligently. The work’s primary focus 

is how knowledge management supports the IE. Such a discussion is extremely valuable but much more 

specific than the goal of this paper, which is to provide an overall model of the IME [34]. Lastly, the 2016 

INNOVATION SYMPOSIUM published a set of their insights on IEs. While omitting a precise definition, the 

symposium addresses trends and technologies that enable the IE in various fields, including 

manufacturing [5]. 

Manufacturing enterprises (MEs) are described as multi-faceted chains of value-adding activities that are 

unique from one another and utilize methodologies such as lean or agile manufacturing [44]. However, a 

general definition developed from a literature review defines a ME as a firm created to produce physical 

goods for sale [1,45–49]. ME literature addresses the history of the ME, but primarily focuses on the 

challenges that these enterprises face. ESMAEILIAN ET AL. provide a robust outline and classification of MEs 

over time before directly addressing what they label “new manufacturing paradigms originated from data 

analytics” [1]. These paradigms include smart manufacturing, data visualization, cloud manufacturing, and 

cyber-physical systems, all considered in the development of the IME definition. ESMAEILIAN ET AL. readily 

identify the associated challenges of data security, data quality, database integration, and the lack of analysis 

models [1]. GATES ET AL. take an entirely future-oriented focus and utilize survey data from 360 senior 

executives to investigate how firms should address competing for growth [47]. Also exploring the future, 

the WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM draws on case studies and enterprise experiences to identify key drivers and 

estimate the impact of the fourth industrial revolution [9]. These papers provide a wealth of first-hand, 

empirically-based predictions and extensive reviews of the published literature but do not address theory 

building. They are descriptive and do not begin to approach whether a new model of the ME is needed to 

address the growth and drivers they are predicting. 

In response to many of these challenges, MEs seek to increase or optimize the productivity of their processes 

and systems [1,4,50]. Paradigms and methodologies such as Industry 4.0, intelligent manufacturing (IM), 

and operational excellence (OE) can help MEs to do this. Industrie or Industry 4.0 was coined in Germany 

in 2011 to describe the phenomenon of information and communication technology becoming increasingly 
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more integrated into the industrial manufacturing industry [3,51]. In SCHUH ET AL.’ s Industrie 4.0 Maturity 

Index, they choose to define Industrie 4.0 as "real-time, high data volume, multilateral communication and 

interconnectedness between cyber-physical systems and people" [3]. Intelligent manufacturing is treated as 

a method and seeks to improve manufacturing systems overall through automatic control of processes and 

eliminating human intervention [52–54]. BARARI ET AL. clearly distinguish between intelligent and smart 

manufacturing based on the type of cleverness expressed by each model [55]. Smart manufacturing expresses 

a set level of inborn cleverness that supports its goal of real-time reactivity through Industry 4.0 digitalization 

and related technologies [55]. Contrary to this, intelligent manufacturing retains a progressive cleverness 

that drives its progress through its knowledge management systems [55]. Lastly, operational excellence or, 

in the specific case of MEs, manufacturing excellence, can be summarized as the state or process of achieving 

world-class performance [56]. It is both a roadmap of methods to implement and a process to record the 

performance results that arise from these implementations [56]. RUSEV AND SALONITIS present operational 

excellence built on culture, continuous process improvement, enterprise alignment, and results [57]. 

SHARMA AND KODALI derive a nine-columned framework for manufacturing excellence ranging from a 

globally focused manufacturing strategy to innovative product planning and total quality management [56]. 

Data technologies (DTs) are the main driver of technological potentials for MEs and can be defined broadly 

as any technology that takes data as an input to supply a particular output [10,47,58,59]. Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) are two examples of the most prominent technologies 

mentioned in the literature [60]. Specific to this research, data technologies are defined as those technologies 

that utilize raw or processed data for the sake of uncovering information and insights from that data [61–65]. 

DT potentials within the context of Industry 4.0 have been addressed by a wide variety of authors 

[58,59,61,62,66]. Roadmaps for utilizing these technologies have been proposed to address the complexity 

and wide range of the data technologies available. While OZTEMEL ET AL. and KLINGENBERG ET AL. present 

strong literature reviews of Industry 4.0 and its related technologies, the data-driven optimization of MEs is 

disconnected from the concept of intelligence [58,61,62]. SCHUH ET AL.’s creation of the Industry 4.0 

Maturity Index provides a structured six-step pathway to implement the Industry 4.0 paradigm. The 

formulated capabilities leave room for a deeper level of detail. This pathway informs this paper’s IME model 

development and challenges it to create capabilities with a higher granularity [3]. 

Unique from the literature that addresses only one of the three components contributing to the IME 

definition, both GE ET AL. and CHAVARRÍA-BARRIENTOS ET AL. explicitly use the terms “intelligent 

manufacturing enterprise” and “sensing, smart, and sustainable manufacturing enterprise” (S3-ME) in the 

titles of their research. Despite this use, GE ET AL. develop the concept of an enterprise application of the 

intelligent manufacturing model rather than defining an IME itself. They address the significant elements of 

enterprise intelligent manufacturing but do not outline steps to get there – focusing on a descriptive model 

rather than an explanatory model [52]. Likewise, CHAVARRÍA-BARRIENTOS ET AL. focus on the smart ME 

and do not outline the characteristics of such an S3-ME. However, they propose a model to design this 

enterprise, rather than the capabilities or steps to become one [67]. Lastly, qualitative and quantitative 

research methods, including content analysis, surveys, and case studies, are not found in the literature related 

to IMEs. This lack increases this work’s effort because the tools used to develop the theory have not been 

applied in these topic areas in the past.  

The above evaluation of relevant terms, theories, and approaches aims to assess the literature gap present, 

which motivates the creation and completion of this paper. This gap contains the lack of a unified definition 

of an IME. In addition, there is no clear framework or pathway to becoming such an enterprise, which is a 

trend seen across multiple manufacturing models such as lean, smart, or agile manufacturing. As a result, 

those who approach the IME concept focus on describing certain aspects rather than supplying clear steps to 

reach this definition. Furthermore, the utilization of data technologies in connection with an IME remains 

limited to particular technologies and is primarily encompassed within Industry 4.0 literature. 
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4. Results 

The next step of ULRICH’s research process is the derivation of the research model within traditional, 

scientific requirements. The research model draws on the three identified key sub-topics to form a unified 

definition of an IME and addresses the identified literature gap. In addition, the model will be expanded from 

a descriptive to an explanatory model in future research. The section explains the research model derivation 

in detail, elaborating on the topic introductions above. 

4.1 Model Requirements 

To begin developing the model structure for deriving the definition of the IME, a set of formal and content 

requirements for the composite model are developed based on the work of PATZAK and HAAG [68,69]. 

PATZAK’s formal requirements focus on empirical and formal correctness, manageability, and the quality of 

results [68]. The model's content requirements are derived systematically from five different aspects as 

outlined by HAAG [69]. The object under consideration is the IME and its capabilities, which will require 

data from multiple sub-topics. The scientific goal of the model, definition, supplies the model purpose, 

guidance, to the model user, MEs. Lastly, the time reference is described as applicable to each development 

stage on the path to becoming an IME. 

4.2 Model Composition 

This paper develops a descriptive model that lays out the definition of an IME and prefaces a broader 

explanatory model addressed in future papers. This model is made up of three sub-models that feed into a 

transitory definition model and then the final explanatory model. Figure 1 shows the sub-models and their 

connection to the explanatory model, each derived according to the abovementioned requirements.  

The components of the IME explanatory model, the IME characteristics, capabilities, and their connections 

to data technologies are not addressed in this paper but rather in future research. The organization of the 

system elements follows PATZAK’s requirements for empirical and formal correctness. The sub-model 

structure allows for clear organization and interfaces within the model and different levels of detail so that 

each sub-model in the first row can be fully developed without detracting from the final detail of the 

explanatory model [68]. The presented model structure remains manageable by building off themes already 

recognized by the manufacturing industry. Large amounts of literature and research have already been 

published in the three sub-models’ areas, which offer a strong starting point and allow the most effort to 

focus on the development of the IME definition. 

 

Figure 1: Research Model Structure 

After determining that the primary goal of this work would be definition development, WEBB ET AL.’s work 

on defining “IT governance” serves as the initial inspiration for building a research model. Their research 

faces similar challenges to this work, as there has not been a clear concept of “IT governance.” Still, a large 
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body of literature chronicles the term’s evolution and a variety of proposed definitions [13]. As a result, a 

unified definition of “IT governance” is developed systematically using a content analysis approach with a 

collection of twelve definitions found in the related literature. Like their method, IE theory, ME challenges, 

and data technologies’ potentials are used as starting frameworks to support the IME definition [13]. Sections 

4.3 through 4.5 delineate the three sub-models. All those sections follow a similar structure, starting with 

possible definitions of the term and ending up in an own partial definition towards the unified IME definition. 

Section 4.6 describes this IME definition within a descriptive model. 

4.3 Intelligent Enterprise Descriptive Model 

The term "intelligent enterprise" has been evolving over the past 40 years [5,7,34–37,41]. The goal of this 

first sub-model is to develop a modern IE theory consisting of a uniform definition and the related 

characteristics of an IE. Common aspects are to be derived from existing definitions which in turn lead to 

the creation of a partial definition. This definition is supported by the characteristics of the IE which are 

derived in a parallel manner. In conjunction with a definition statement, characteristics fully define a term, 

distinguishing the term from all others [70,71]. 

The procedure for this model’s analysis takes IE literature as an input to a targeted content analysis method. 

26 sources relating to “intelligence” and 13 relating to IE were analyzed using five content analysis codes, 

pattern recognition, and general literary analysis [5–7,28–32,34–36,39,41,50,72–91]. In addition, corpora 

analyses conducted with Voyant Tools, an open-source, web-based platform for analyzing and reading texts, 

provide additional insights into terms relevant to the IE definition [92,93]. Specific to the derivation of the 

IE characteristics, MAXQDA’s Summary Grid Tool is used to summarize the segments that are coded in the 

literature [94]. Relevant points are rephrased as characteristics and sub-characteristics in a parallel way to 

SALDAÑA’s categories and sub-categories in his Codes-To-Theory model [26].  

The definition analysis first results in three aspects derived from historical “intelligence” definitions and 

four elements from the 13 IE definitions that are repeated most often in the literature. Beginning with the 

intelligence definitions, the relevant context of intelligence in this model is manufacturing. This involves the 

intelligence of manufacturing systems, but also the aspect of human psychological intelligence within the 

systems’ employees [72,73,86]. Intelligence’s first two aspects are gathering internal or external information 

and using reasoning to transform that information into knowledge [28,29,32]. Intelligence is most useful it 

is applied to areas where it decreases the level of decision uncertainty [30,31]. A review of historical 

definitions of “intelligence” results in the following insights to support IE theory building: 

• Intelligence involves collecting data and information from somewhere [28] 

• Analysis is required to transform collected information into knowledge [29] 

• Intelligence should decrease uncertainty in decision-making [32] 

Four definition aspects are repeated across IE definitions in the literature. First is the use of data technologies 

to drive or monitor processes. For example, BYRUM situates his full definition on the enterprise being 

designed for AI utilization. SNYDER ET AL. feature AI algorithms as a vital part of an intelligent factory’s 

shop floor [39]. Additionally, the importance of leveraging DT combinations between AI, IoT, cloud 

computing, and others is noted, rather than just implementing one technology on its own [95]. Second, 

integrated processes are used by IEs in combination with best practices and data technologies to increase 

efficiency and lower work intensity [41,52]. Thirdly, IEs have a unique customer focus that seeks to manage 

information to create products that are most useful for customers while serving their stakeholders well [7,34]. 

Lastly, IEs focus on their adaptability to customer requirements and external environmental changes so that 

required process changes take place immediately [40,88]. 

These results of seven definition aspects occurring with increased frequency in the literature underscore their 

particular relevance to the formation of a partial definition of the IME. To summarize the contributions from 
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“intelligence” definitions,  “intelligence” in the context of manufacturing is the ability of a manufacturing 

system or machine to operate autonomously under conditions of uncertainty, rapidly adapt to continuous 

demand, market, and technology changes, and to provide decision support through making data visible and 

usable by transforming it into knowledge [6,30,50,96–98]. From this definition and the additional four IE 

definition aspects the first partial definition of the IME definition, the IE follows, as shown in Figure 2 

below. 

The result of the IE characteristics derivation is first an initial list of 30 characteristics, which is ranked by 

the frequency they are mentioned in the literature using the MAXQDA summaries. Next, artifacts from 

QUINN’s overly-specific IE theory are removed to create the final IE characteristics list, which consists of 

13 different characteristics. Because these characteristics appear most frequently and are supported by 

multiple literature sources, they are particularly relevant to the support the partial definition derived above. 

Figure 2 depicts all outputs of this first sub-model. 

 

Figure 2: Results of the IE Descriptive Model [1–3,5–7,33–36,39–41,47,48,52,56,58,61,65,67,88–91,95,99–107] 

4.4 Manufacturing Enterprise Descriptive Model 

This work’s second sub-model addresses the need to understand MEs’ challenges in practice. Common 

challenges are to be derived from literature which in turn lead to the creation of a second partial IME 

definition. This second content analysis determines the top challenges MEs face by analyzing 25 sources 

with 14 underlying codes. Literature review, coding, word frequency, and summary methods are all utilized 

in this analysis. Using the same code-to-summary pathway as the first sub-model, the relevant texts are coded 

with all manufacturing codes and sub-codes. MAXQDA’s Summary Grid Tool is used on ME coded 

segments to create summaries. The raw summaries are consolidated into a list of challenges experienced by 

MEs, and similar items are combined to form hybrid challenges. This results in a ranked list of  29 challenges 

that ME face [1,3,7,9,45,46,48,49,108–114]. Additionally, in contrast to the previous sub-model, this sub-

INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE DESCRIPTIVE MODEL

Intelligence Contributions… Intelligent Enterprise Contributions….

• Collection of data and information

• Analysis to transform information into 

knowledge

• Decreases the uncertainty in decision-making

• Data technologies control processes

• Combinations of data technologies are 

leveraged

• Management of information to create most 

useful products for customers

• Focus on rapid adaptation to external changes

An intelligent enterprise utilizes data technologies to coordinate information, intellect, and knowledge of its 

systems, competition, products, and employees to create customer value. These skills allow them to operate 

more efficiently by making data-driven, real-time decisions based on the knowledge they harness.

IME Partial Definition: Intelligent Enterprise

• Concentrate around a core set of knowledge

skills 

• Develop core competencies that are “best-in-

world” and value-adding for customers and use 

employee knowledge to drive these 

competencies

• Invest in special skills, knowledge, and intellect 

of employees

• Exercise foresight and prediction

• Access information easily

• Save and maintain knowledge and expertise

• Willing to change, evolve, adapt

• Make data-based decisions

• Communicate clearly throughout organization

• Develop capabilities continually

• Develop and integrate new technologies

• Develop and deploy intellectual rather than 

physical assets and resources

• Act in an environmentally sustainable way

Intelligent Enterprise Characteristics
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model takes the consensus in the literature to present a ME definition. Repeating from the literature review 

in Section 3, a general definition of a ME is a firm created to produce physical goods for sale. Such 

enterprises that operate in the global economy possess and coordinate resources worldwide [1,45–49].  

The resulting challenges list reveals five challenges that occur over five times each in the 25 literature sources 

used: 

• Responding to changing individual customer needs and customer demand 

[1,46,48,109,110,112,114] 

• Operating in a global competition environment [9,45,46,48,49,114] 

• Expectation of fastest time-to-market, highest quality, lowest cost, best service, cleanest 

environment, greatest flexibility, and highest knowledge [46,48,49,109,110,115] 

• Increasing supply chain complexity [9,46,113,115] 

• Operating in dynamic and uncertain environments [3,46,49,55,114] 

As these occur at the highest frequency of the challenges identified, they are especially relevant to the 

ultimate IME explanatory model, especially to the connection between IME characteristics and ME 

challenges. All 28 challenges identified are relevant to the target user of this model and are presented in 

Table 1 in the appendix. It should be underlined that these challenges are not mutually exclusive. Hence, 

connections between them can cause the presence of one challenge to increase the difficulty of another. 

These connections, however, are not explored within this research model due to the structure of the chosen 

content analysis method. This sub-model’s result reveals the problem context for where and why an IME is 

required in the first place. The IME is needed to help MEs cope with their top challenges, which are derived 

in this sub-model. Therefore, this context and its parts are summarized in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Results of the ME Descriptive Model 

4.5 Data Technologies Descriptive Model 

Data technologies (DT) are a rapidly growing and adapting topic area that has confounded researchers in 

defining it, categorizing it, and dealing with its dynamic development [10,58,59,62,116]. The goal of this 

third and final sub-model is to define a DT and identify the potentials data technologies offer. It must be 

noted that many DT terms, like AI and Big Data, are used interchangeably in both theory and in practice. 

For this reason, the authors first establish definitions for each technology through a review of those published 

MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE DESCRIPTIVE MODEL

Top Manufacturing Enterprise Challenges…

We need the intelligent manufacturing enterprise to cope with the top challenges 

that manufacturing enterprises face today.

Manufacturing Enterprise Definition…

a firm created to produce physical goods for sale. Such enterprises that operate in the global 

economy possess and coordinate resources worldwide 

• Responding to changing individual customer needs and customer demand 

• Operating in a global competition environment 

• Expectation of fastest time-to-market, highest quality, lowest cost, best service, 

cleanest environment, greatest flexibility, and highest knowledge 

• Increasing supply chain complexity 

• Operating in dynamic and uncertain environments 
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in the literature and then use these definitions throughout their research process. The developed definitions 

for this research can be found in Table 2 in the appendix. 

The procedure for this sub-model again involves a content analysis of 32 sources through the use of 16 

related codes [1,3,5,9,10,58,61–63,65,105,117–137]. Documents imported into MAXQDA from the 

literature are initially coded under a general DT code and then under codes for individual technologies. Using 

the MAXQDA Summary Tools, coded passages from all DT types are considered. Within these summaries, 

repeated or similar terms are collected that are used to derive a definition for DTs as a whole. During this 

first part of the procedure, it becomes clear that some DTs create value while others only process data into 

other, usable forms.  A search for this phenomenon in the existing literature identified KLINGENBERG ET 

AL.’s systematic literature review of Industry 4.0 technologies. Within their review, they present a hypothesis 

that some DTs are enabling, while others are value-creating [62]. To keep the number of potentials to be 

identified low, only value-creating technologies are considered in the final part of the procedure. To 

emphasize the impact these technologies have on ME’s intelligence, they are referred to as impactors in this 

research. The nine codes relating to the impactor data technologies are synthesized into additional 

MAXQDA summaries. From these summaries, a list of the potentials of impactor DTs is parsed. Potentials 

are ranked by the number of associations they have with DTs in the collected literature. The ten DT potentials 

related to three or more DTs are considered the top ten DT potentials. To summarize, the results of this three-

part procedure are the definition of a DT, the recognition of two types of DTs: enablers and impactors, and 

the potentials of impactor DTs.  

The first of this sub-model’s results, the definition development results, show that the inputs and outputs of 

DTs are critical to their definition. The majority of technologies take in raw data and then process it. For 

example, blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that stores inputted data without changing it [129]. 

In contrast, AI, including machine and deep learning, can complete exercises that typically require human 

intelligence. For example, human minds pre-process data via pattern recognition before consciously 

analyzing it [135,138]. In the same way, AI can work with raw data if necessary but primarily takes processed 

data as input [65]. Other technologies, like cloud technologies or cloud computing, sit in the middle, actively 

working with both raw and processed data [61,125,127]. The second part of the definition involves the 

outputs of DTs. Here phrases like “interpret,” “extract value” and “transform into valuable knowledge” point 

to DTs delivering new knowledge and insights that derive from the inputs they receive [61,63,65]. The 

definition of a DT emerges from the combination of these input and output insights. From this follows the 

definition of a DT as a technology that utilizes raw or processed data for the sake of uncovering information 

and insights from that data [10,47,58,59]. 

Second, by looking at both the works of KLINGENBERG ET AL. and SCHUH ET AL. the initial categorization 

as enablers and value-creating technologies are mapped onto the Industrie 4.0 Development Path (see Figure 

6 in the appendix) [3,62]. This results in enabler technologies and technologies that create an impact for the 

company and help them move to the next development stage. This mapping also allows for the possibility 

for technologies to be both enablers and impactors. Enablers analyze raw data and organize it into a processed 

form for further analysis. At the same time, impactors utilize data sources that are either cleaned by enablers 

or are raw data to find insights, make predictions, and ultimately make decisions with and without human 

interaction. Depicting the DTs in reference to the Industrie 4.0 stages, the overlap between enablers and 

impactors becomes apparent. As an example, Machine to Machine (M2M) communication builds on the 

computerization of machines by allowing them to connect. However, only communication is enabled, and 

no intelligent processing of any data is broadcasted, so the data sent only enables further analysis [58]. A 

step further, cyber-physical systems (CPS) utilize M2M and offer analysis of the connected data. 

Furthermore, CPS can operate autonomously to receive data and send back control commands [131]. 

Because it both processes data and can react autonomously to the insights it generates, CPS is considered 
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both an enabler and an impactor. Lastly, on the opposite side of the spectrum, AI primarily provides deep 

insights from data already processed and stored by precursor technologies like IoT, cloud, or Big Data [65].  

Thirdly, the ranking of impactor DT potentials, based on how many DTs they are related to, reveals which 

are most available to MEs. These potentials can be used to directly address the challenges derived in the 

second sub-model. Particularly relevant are improving quality control through real-time inspection and 

process control through real-time monitoring of production lines [5,9,58,61,65,133]. Figure 4 summarizes 

the results of this third sub-model, including the list of the top ten potentials of DTs and the DTs they are 

related to.  

 

Figure 4: Results of Data Technologies Descriptive Model [1,3,5,9,10,58,61–63,65,105,117–137]. 

4.6 Intelligent Manufacturing Enterprise Descriptive Model 

After the derivation of IE theory, the challenges faced by MEs, and the potentials of DTs, these outputs are 

interfaced with the IME definition model. The goal of this descriptive model is to establish a definition of 

the IME. The results of the previous three sub-models are analyzed within the context of the mass of literature 

collected thus far in the research process. The result is a combination of the partial definitions developed in 

the sub-models and additional insights from the literature. 

The procedure begins with combining the previously derived definitions for MEs and IEs. The first half of 

the IME definition is formed by combining the beginnings of the IE and ME definitions. The critical points 

from each definition are that MEs produce physical goods for sale, and IEs use data technologies to 

coordinate information [39,41,46,52,95]. Initially, the IME definition also included that its purpose for 

utilizing data technologies was to create customer value. A focus on customer value is included in the IE 

definition and stems from QUINN’s original work and its focus on IEs in the services industry [7,33]. Because 

the identified manufacturing challenges are conceivably linked to the potentials offered by impactor DTs, 

the second part of the IME definition adds the use of impactor DTs to address manufacturing challenges. 

Lastly, there is the need for a distinction between IMEs and the Industry 4.0 paradigm.  

Potential to…. Related Impactor Data Technologies

…improve product development Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data, Virtual Reality

…optimize energy consumption & management AI, Big Data, IoT

…perform predictive maintenance AI, Big Data, IoT, CPS

…improve quality control AI, Big Data, IoT, CPS, Virtual Reality

…have human-free manufacturing environments AI, IoT, Blockchain

…utilize predictive models & analytics AI, IoT, CPS, Cloud

…enable green manufacturing Big Data, IoT, CPS, Cloud

…collect, analyze, and store data in real time Big Data, Cloud, IoT

…improve process control & monitor in real-time AI, Big Data, CPS, Cloud, Virtual Reality

…increase supply chain visibility & improve its 

management

Big Data, IoT, CPS

Enabler Data Technologies…

Data Technology Definition…
a technology that utilizes raw or processed data for the sake of uncovering information and insights from that data

Potentials of Impactor Data Technologies

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communication, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems, Cybersecurity,

Internet of Things (IoT), Virtual Reality, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Blockchain, Cloud Technologies

DATA TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIPTIVE MODEL
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SCHUH ET AL. outline six stages in their Industrie 4.0 Development Path. The implementation of impactor 

DTs characterizes the completion of the final three stages of the Development Path: Transparency, Predictive 

Capacity, and Adaptability [3]. Because an IME is defined as utilizing impactor DTs, such enterprises have 

completed the Industrie 4.0 Development Path. IMEs are located on the other side of the 6th stage and are 

situated to face the next industrial revolution. Therefore, distinguishing IMEs concerning the Industrie 4.0 

Development Path offers the opportunity to specify the foundation required to begin developing into an IME. 

Development starts with applying impactor DTs; this necessitates the previous application of enabler DTs. 

These precursor technologies, like M2M communication and ERP systems, are essential prerequisites to 

running automatic processes and monitoring systems via impactor technologies. In addition, even the 

automatic collection and storage of data can only be relied on if the data is confirmed to be accurate and 

dependable [132]. Therefore, firms that want to work towards the IME definitions presented here need to 

assess their current condition and determine if their focus should be on the IME capabilities or on establishing 

reliable and accurate data creation and collection systems.  

In addition, the topics of intelligent manufacturing and operational excellence are identified repeatedly in 

the development of the ME sub-model. Although stand-alone themes, they exist at the same level as many 

of the other paradigms and methods that MEs implement to address relevant challenges and increase their 

productivity [52–54,56,57,139–145]. First, understanding the distinction between “smart” and “intelligent” 

manufacturing confirms the correctness of defining the researched term as an “intelligent” manufacturing 

enterprise. Historically, rather than focusing on meeting changeable customer needs, MEs focus on semi-

stable customer demands like low-cost, high-volume goods, increased quality control, and agility to react to 

internal and external disruptions [48]. Operational excellence encapsulates these identified focuses well with 

its development of internal capabilities through continuous improvement. Ultimately, this way of operating 

does produce customer value and competitive advantage [139]. Operational excellence identifies superior 

implementation of well-known manufacturing strategies like Total Quality Management (TQM), lean 

manufacturing (LM), and Just-In-Time (JIT) as critical to increasing customer value and competitive 

advantage [140]. Because the topic of intelligent manufacturing helps to confirm the correctness of the 

chosen terminology and operational excellence encapsulates the goals of MEs, they are relevant supporting 

topics interesting to consider in this model development, but not requiring their own sub-models.  

Drawing on the above-mentioned themes and the results of the previous three sub-models, the following 

definition of an IME follows: 

An intelligent manufacturing enterprise is an enterprise that produces physical goods for sale and utilizes 

data technologies to coordinate information, intellect, and knowledge of its systems, competition, 

products, and employees to achieve operational excellence through continuous improvement. It directly 

addresses the long-term challenges of manufacturing enterprises through the utilization of impactor data 

technologies. Intelligent manufacturing enterprises have completed the six stages of the Industrie 4.0 

Development Path and are ready to adapt to the fifth industrial revolution to come. In addition to 

achieving intelligence through data technology usage, traditional manufacturing strategies (TQM, LM, 

JIT, etc.) are brought to bear in organizational culture to achieve continuous competitive advantage. 

5. Discussion 

Critical reflection on the detailing of the research model reveals both strengths and weaknesses. The ability 

of the model to combine complex themes from multiple research topics in a structured and traceable manner 

is a strength. Conversely, a large amount of data and over 350 sources makes traceability difficult as the 

derivations are deep and complex. This results in broad citing at times when researcher documentation is 

weaker. Additionally, the significant planning of the research model makes it easy to track and meet the 
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requirements of the model. With an inclusion of practical feedback from the industry in the course of the 

modeling process, the practical relevance of this model could be further increased.  

It is also important to question whether the model developed here with its definition is the correct answer to 

this work’s research question. The research process and model presented here is believed to be an authentic 

and systematic derivation from the existing literature for four reasons. First, the research model is highly 

structured based on established research methods and requirements according to ULRICH, PATZAK, 

HABERFELLNER, and ZELEWSKI [11,68,146,147]. Second, content analysis is the main method used to detail 

each sub-model and is a well-established methodology with a long scientific history outlined by 

KRIPPENDORFF [15]. Third, within the use of SALDAÑA’s Codes-To-Theory method, the focus on confirming 

results using multiple bodies of literature leads to robust connections within the developed partial definitions 

[26]. Finally, a critical reflection on the interpretation of the quantitative content analysis methodology 

reveals that the analysis is based on the pure number of mentions of concepts, terms, and codes. This 

disregards the relevance of the individual contributions. The research question could have been addressed in 

various ways ranging from more quantitative to more qualitative than the methods utilized here. However, 

the initial choice of how the boundaries of this research are set determines the final model results. For 

example, the early determination to qualitatively divide the IME term into “intelligent enterprise” and 

“manufacturing enterprise” sets the first two focus areas. The pre-existing assumption of the vital role of 

DTs finalizes the third sub-model theme.  

It could be argued that SCHUH ET AL. present capabilities for Industry 4.0 development and ARMAŞ presents 

the capabilities of the IE, which together could have been combined to form the capabilities of an IME [3,35]. 

The research presented here is still required for two reasons. First, the possible overlap between SCHUH ET 

AL., ARMAŞ or any other authors to develop the idea of an IME has not been addressed by researchers. 

Second, the choice to terminologically examine the IME term brings additional detail into the model. This 

detail includes the additional domain of identifying the challenges of MEs and how the potentials of DTs 

related to Industry 4.0 could solve them. Because a historical definition approach is taken in this research by 

looking at the three sub-model topics since their inception, the ultimate capabilities could not simply be 

taken and combined progressively from existing literature sources. Therefore, the decision is first made to 

derive definitions and characteristics that would form capabilities using HABERFELLNERS’s “From Broad to 

Detailed” approach [146]. Because of the heavily qualitative nature of this work, it is impossible to guarantee 

that there is no other possible solution to the research question this work addresses. Regardless, the scientific 

methodology grounding this work should ensure that the solution presented here remains a highly viable 

option. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

Deriving a comprehensive definition of the IME is only the first of three portions of the IME definition 

model. This paper introduces this first portion to preface the papers to be published on the remainder of the 

model. Future articles will present the characteristics of the IME and the capabilities needed to become an 

IME. In addition, a validation of the research model will be presented. This validation is critical, as content 

analysis studies should be conducted in connection with a validation study that verifies the derived content 

and categorizations [17,19]. Finally, the authors hope that this IME definition and the related capabilities, to 

be presented in future publications, offer a pathway for MEs on their digitalization journeys to approach this 

new and necessary enterprise model. 
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Appendix 

 

Figure 5: Research Process of Applied Sciences According to ULRICH [12] 

Table 1: Top ME Challenges and Their Frequencies 

Challenge  Frequency 

Responding to changing individual customer needs and customer demand 7 

Operating in a global competition environment 7 

Expectation of fastest time-to-market, highest quality, lowest cost, best service, cleanest 

environment, greatest flexibility, and highest knowledge 

6 

Increasing supply chain complexity 6 

Operating in dynamic and uncertain environments 5 

Developing collaborative and reconfigurable manufacturing control systems 4 

Challenges are too big for single firms alone 4 

Outdated control systems 4 

Requirements for lower costs and shorter life cycles 3 

Utilizing rapidly developing technologies 3 

Responding to changing product requirements 3 

Continually maintaining competitive advantage 3 

Forecasting market, economic, and supply chain disruptions 2 

Responding to changing production conditions 2 

Educating employees 2 

Improving flexibility and agility while maintaining productivity and quality 1 

Adapting traditional manufacturing control systems to current needs 1 

Meeting expectations to reduce or eliminate environmental impacts 1 

Responding to internal stochastic demand 1 

Maintaining profit margins despite higher costs 1 

Maintaining organic growth 1 

High levels of technology transfer 1 

Identification and standardization of problems with practical relevanceA

Identification and interpretation of problem-specific theories in the field of 

fundamental sciences
B

Identification and specification of problem-specific methods in the field of 

formal sciences
C

Identification and specification of the relevant context of applicationD

Derivation of assessment criteria, design rules, and theoretical modelsE

Practical testing of the derived criterions, rules, and models in the context of 

application
F

Verification in industrial practiceG

Focus of 

this paper

Future 

research

https://www.centre-epic.eu/
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Motivating employees 1 

Maintaining resiliency and robustness of systems 1 

Enhancing human safety 1 

Outlining organizational requirements 1 

Creating new pools of value for customers 1 

 

Table 2: Derived Definitions of Data Technologies 

Data Technology Definition 

Artificial Intelligence is a learning system that can complete tasks that traditionally require human 

intelligence [65,117]. 

Machine Learning involves algorithms that can automatically learn from patterns existing in data 

without being programmed [65,117]. 

Deep Learning takes its name from the deep levels of neural networks that work together to allow 

these advanced machine learning algorithms to analyze and interpret data the way 

a human brain would [65,117]. 

Internet of Things is a network of uniquely identified physical and digital assets that can collect and 

exchange data, self-configure its capabilities, and collect, process, and report data 

from all sources in an enterprise [58,64,118–122]. 

Big Data is a bundle of technologies that work with high-volume, velocity, and variety data 

to extract value through storing, organizing, and processing this data into 

knowledge [61–63,124]. 

Cloud Computing is a collaborative and flexible infrastructure that integrates resources and provides 

on-demand data analysis and network access - it can host multiple software 

applications on its flexible infrastructure [61,125–127]. 

 

 

Figure 6: Data Technologies in SCHUH ET AL.’s Industrie 4.0 Development Path [3] 
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